CONSPIRACY THEORY
Michael Whitty interviews Andrew

E. C. Gaska, creative director and CEO of BLAM! Ventures, and lead writer on the upcoming illustrated novel Conspiracy of the Planet of the Apes.
Ape fans are looking forward to the release of
the CONSPIRACY novel. Is it on track and
what is the release date?
Conspiracy has been slightly delayed due to both
artists' schedules and a personal family crisis for
me. At the end of September, my father was rushed
to the hospital due to a ruptured abdominal aortic
aneurysm. He was given a 50/50 chance of
surviving the surgery to repair it and, thankfully,
he did. He's now in a physical therapy rehab
facility and will have to stay there until at least the
end of December - and I have been taking care of
my parents' household in the interim. Now that he
has been stabilized, things around here are getting
back to normal allowing me to (finally) write the
final draft of the book.
Not all the artists have turned in their work yet as
well, so Conspiracy was just going to have to wait
one way or the other.

The delay may just work in our favour, however,
as we have attracted the interest of a major publisher for distribution of the book, which in the end
would mean that it would simply get into the hands
of more of the fans.
I cannot say WHO until the deal goes through (IF
it goes through), so you're just going to have to
wait to find out like I am! As far as a specific
release date, all I can say is that the book will
definitively be out in 2010; we are shooting for
summer, but it will most likely be in the fall. If it is
fall, I still hope to have advance copies available
for SDCC 2010 (keep your fingers crossed!).
Can you give us any information regarding
when and where more LIMITED EDITION
TRADING CARDS will be released?
Just to clarify, the five promo cards that were
released at San Diego Comic Con in 2009 were
numbers 1 (Landon), 3 (Stewart), 5 (Milo), 8
(Marcus), and 9 (Ursus). So the as of yet unreleased cards are numbers 2, 4, 6, and 7 (confused
yet?). They will definitely be available for free,
one per day, at our booth at San Diego Comic Con
2010. In the
interim, BLAM! will be releasing
an exclusive 10th card (#0) featuring fan favourite Cornelius! The card will be free with any order
made through the BLAM! Ventures' store web site
www.blamventures.com/store starting on 12/21/09.
Any fan club members that have previously
ordered the "Alpha" and "Omega" print set from
BLAM! will be receiving the Cornelius card in the
mail free of charge as a thank you for their early
orders.
Like all previous cards, these new ones will all
contain bio information on the characters revealing
tantalizing clues about the roles they play in the
Conspiracy novel and featuring the fantastic
character art of Matt Busch. The SDCC 09 cards
are almost gone and we expect the Cornelius card
to disappear just as quickly - this promo card is
limited to only 500 pieces.

What can you tell us about the painting you
have given us an exclusive first look at?

Can you give us a brief run-down on the artists
who will be involved and if they have any association with other Planet of the Apes work.
We've got an incredible line up of top industry
professionals as well as up and coming new
blood. We have a fantastic cover by legendary
artist Jim Steranko, who created the original
concept paintings Lucas used to sell Raiders of the
Lost Ark to Paramount back in 1979, as well as
creating innumerable logos for major sci-fi and
fantasy films and designing the look of Francis
Ford Coppola's take on Bram Stoker's Dracula.
We've got beautiful pieces by Joe Jusko and European artist Sanjulian, both of which you've already seen as our Alpha and Omega limited edition prints. We have additional paintings by Dave
Dorman, Chris Scalf, Matt Busch, and Brian Rood
of Star Wars fame, as well as Ken Kelly, Barron
Storey, and Mark Texiera to name a few.

The piece is entitled "Complications". It features
Dr. Milo accidentally walking in on one of Dr. Galen's experimental surgeries, and is beautifully rendered by illustrator E. M. Gist. The story behind
how we got this artist is almost as interesting as the
image itself. While reviewing comments about Joe
Jusko's "Alpha" painting on deviantart, we saw a
post from an artist that was very excited about the
project who said he would give his right arm to
work on Conspiracy. Luckily for everyone involved, Mr. Gist turned out to be left handed, so
our amputation of his right arm still allowed him to
grace us with his beautiful art work. We liked his
piece so much, we are contemplating taking his left
foot for a second painting.
Now, before you ask, the human on the table is
simply known as 'the patient'. If you want to know
more about who the patient is you'll have to wait
until the book is out.
In order to show you what a pleasure Gist's work is
to look at, see below the pencil sketch he originally
sent in for approval. See the full colour picture on
page 36. To see more of his work go to
www.erikgist.com.

One of the things I wanted to do with Conspiracy
from the beginning was to introduce some of my
favorite artists into the apes saga. The artists
featured in Conspiracy are all either fan favorites
within the realms of comic and fantasy art or rising
stars in the field, but for each, this is their first foray into the POTA universe.
Moving forward, on future Apes projects, I am
looking for the art to contain a mix of both
established POTA artists such as Bob Larkin and
Mike Ploog, as well as continuing to expand
POTA's horizons with first-time Apes artists.
In the end Conspiracy has over thirty paintings by
more than twenty-five artists as well as nineteen
scratchboard illustrations and nearly a dozen
character sketches. The book is truly a synthesis of
story and art.

Where do we go for more info and updates on
the conspiracy?
Why, join the conspiracy list of course! Go to
www.blamventures.com/pota and click on the link
to email us at thehitlist@blamventures.com. Very
shortly we will be announcing the launch of both a
myspace and facebook page devoted to Conspiracy
of the Planet of the Apes, so get on the list so we
can let you know when things are being released!

Wiki, Wiki, Wiki, Wiki,
Zaboing (Gni!). By Neil Moxham
With the promise of a new Planet of the Apes movie in the works, thoughts turn to a new
generation of Apes fans. And for the current crop of veteran fans, thoughts turn to how to encourage that
new generation to not only stick with the franchise but to explore the rich and diverse heritage that’s gone into Planet of the Apes.
Online resource Wikipedia has come to be
regarded as one of the primary sources for
answers to the questions that pop into people’s
minds on a daily basis. It has achieved its lofty status simply by becoming well-known and, by implication, trusted. And arising from the Wikipedia
phenomenon comes the specialised sub group, the
‘wiki’. The term ‘wiki’ (from the
Hawaiian
words wiki-wiki, meaning quick-quick) refers to
any website whose pages can be edited by any visitor. The original ‘WikiWikiWeb’ was developed
in 1995 as a means to exchange ideas between
computer programmers. It was
relaunched as Wikipedia in January 2001 to share
articles on any subject, submitted by members of
the public, to comprise a free online reference encyclopaedia.
Sensing the opportunities and the ease of use this
development allowed, special interest
communities began to use the format for their own
purposes – initially on the subject of
programming, then later on any and every
subject. The Star Trek wiki ‘Memory Alpha’ was
among the earliest, established in 2003. Such sci
-fi and fantasy wikis have led the way and shown
the
possibilities of these sites. Today, for example, ‘WoWWiki’ (covering ‘World of
Warcraft’) is the largest wiki site with over 76,000
articles, while the wonderfully-named Star Wars
wiki, ‘Wookieepedia’, contains over 68,000
articles. Following in their wake are the ‘Marvel
Database Project’ (over 53,000 articles); the ‘DC D
-B Project’ (over 39,000 articles); ‘Memory Alpha’ (over 30,000 articles) and it’s sister-site
‘Memory Beta’, covering non-canon Star Trek, (a
further 28,000 articles); and the Doctor Who wiki,
‘Tardis Index File’ (over 13,000 articles).

What makes Wikipedia and the wiki sites
different from the kind of websites we’ve
become familiar with over the years is the
principle involved. Namely, that these sites aren’t
owned and aren’t controlled by any one person.
The information offered can be changed by
anyone, whether registered or unregistered users
(registering as a user is free and secure, and also
allows you to view the site with fewer
advertisements on screen). Mistakes can be
corrected and new developments can be added
without waiting for a webmaster to take an
interest in a site they tired of years ago. Of course
what is the big advantage of these sites can also be
regarded as one of its major drawbacks too. If anyone can change the information, what’s to stop
someone putting misleading or wrong
information online, or even slanderous or libelous
material? Nothing, in truth, but these sites do have
monitors and standards. If this kind of
information is put online it will be challenged
and it can be removed. The wiki sites have been set
up by individuals with a keen interest in their
particular field, who have no intention of
allowing their sites turn into
anything less than
a quality resource for people who share their
passion.
‘The Sacred Scrolls’ Planet of the Apes wiki was
created on 26th October 2006 by it’s ‘Lawgiver’,
Brian Kurtz. As set out at the time, the objective of
the site is to construct a comprehensive
encyclopedia of all material relating to the Planet
of the Apes franchise, including the novel, the five
original films, the 2001 remake, the TV series,
and the animated series. It also seeks to create
detailed pages concerning all of the
characters,
locations and items found within POTA
mythology. Other additions include
production
timelines, story timelines, actor
biographies and
comic book series indexes by issue. While it can’t
yet claim the numbers of the more popular sci-fi
genres listed above (currently approaching its first
1,000 articles), it has been quietly building itself up
into something approaching a comprehensive
database for all things Ape.

You may ask “hasn’t this been done before?” there are two points to consider here: firstly,
while many of the people reading this article are
likely to be in one of the online Apes forums,
there’s a level of commitment involved in signing
up to these groups that is likely to put off a certain
section of fandom. The casual fan who’s seen a
few of the movies and wonders how they tie in to
each other, who just wants a few questions answered, is unlikely to join a private forum to get
those answers. Secondly, for the reasons mentioned above, we can hope that the information
presented has been submitted and refined by fans
who know their facts, so that it can be seen as
reliable and unbiased. By being beyond the
control of one person or committee of people it
should remain free of the factionalism that has
sometimes afflicted Apes fandom.
The format of the Wiki site allows users to create
pages on any subject they want, although it
should have at least something to do with Planet
of the Apes. To date, character databases have
been started on all of the characters from ‘Planet’,
‘Beneath’, ‘Escape’, ‘Conquest’, the TV series,
the animated series and most of the characters
from the various comic incarnations and the
computer game, as well as the actors who played

Ed’s note: While it is near impossible to single out any one great
achievement of the wiki site, it is the most comprehensive
collection of info on the UK Fan Club Live Shows

As someone who has contributed heavily to the
site over the last year or so, this writer hopes that
it will become a point of reference for fans in the
way other Wiki sites have for their chosen
subjects. That it hasn’t caught the imagination in
the way the aforementioned sites have will come
as little surprise to the dedicated POTA fans who
have been waiting a very long time for the kind
of sympathetic yet dynamic re-launch of the
franchise that has served Star Wars, Star Trek
and Doctor Who so well over the last decade.
One can only wonder how well those franchises
might have fared with only one disappointing
and disconnected film to raise their profile
during a span of 35 years. However POTA is an
idea that just refuses to die, and with some of its
more creative fans keeping it fresh with comic
series, audio dramas, fan fiction, officially
endorsed spin-off novels and maybe even a new
movie, its clear that it won’t disappear any time
soon. And if the experience of those sci-fi
worlds is anything to go by, a movie that
captures the imagination of the public and
satisfies (most of) the fans of its predecessors
could make it more popular than ever. One only
has to look at the surge of interest that even the
2001 re-imagining brought to the wider POTA
universe to understand that a resource like this
could be the perfect point of entry for the new
generation of Apes fanatics that the franchise
needs and deserves, a new generation fired by
the prospect of an inspired re-launch of the
movies, or by a new book revealing another
dimension to an old tale.
It’s with this in mind that there’s a certain sense
of urgency in making the Planet of the Apes
wiki into a resource that can well serve its fan
base. The articles will be written, but it will get
done a whole lot quicker if more fans get
involved, so take a look - it’s quite easy to navigate and to contribute to. If you see a page you
can add to, or a mistake that needs
correcting, join in; if you see a 'red link' it means an
article has yet to be written on that subject; if
you need help there’s a 'Help' page; there’s a
'Guidelines' page to help maintain a certain
consistency to the site. And if all else fails, ask
the site's administrators - they don't bite!

http://planetoftheapes.wikia.com/Main_Page

Painting POTA
By Graham Hill
The paintings start in one or two ways.
Firstly with a flat, opaque red / burnt sienna
ground applied to the canvas / board or
simply I just leave the board white as I did
with Zaius here (If I'm painting on board I
tend to do this).
The red, warm ground is a starting point
because latter on I'll be using cooler
greens over the top of it. When I've left the
board white I'll cheat a bit by using red in
the under painting stage.
The first stage is the under painting,
sketched in black, keeping very loose
using quite large brushes. The idea is to
set up the tones in the picture without
worrying about or getting confused by the
colour (if I had used a red ground I'd have
probably used dark brown / burnt umber
and white to sketch in the picture).
With the Zaius painting here, once I got to
a certain stage, I started to introduce red
into areas of the picture. This isn't going to
be the final colour but there are bits I want
to be "warm" in the final stages.
Warm colours come forward in the picture
plane, while cool colours recede (which is
why you often have blues and purples in
the background of landscape painting).
Zaius's orange costume is great for this
and making the figure "pop" from the
background.
White paint is then introduced as highlights
round the face and hair. At some point I'll
stop the under painting even though I could
probably continue indefinitely.
This gets us to the stage seen in Picture 1
(above right).

Once the paint is dry I'll glaze a transparent film
of green oil paint over the picture.
Usually thicker in the shadows and wiped off /
thinner where the white highlights on the painting are. Being transparent the under painting
shows through.
I use a medium called Liguin to mix with the
green oil paint to create the glaze.
This is a quick drying medium so it also
speeds up the process.
Once this is dried I'll start glazing thin /
transparent warm colours on top of the green
(Sometimes I'll varnish the painting between
stages as well) In the case of Zaius here the
glazes were firstly oranges and reds and this
gets us to around the stage seen in Picture 2
with bits of colour worked into the background.

Afterwards I did a "repaint" in Photoshop
(changing the background colour) and upped
the contrast and saturation - which, in some
ways, I prefer to the real thing (Picture 4).

The next phase is just building up the colour with transparent glazing and at some
stage introducing some new opaque thicker paint trying to get the high lights back
(on Zaius’ arm etc). This is the stage that
can just keep going indefinitely but at some
point is abandoned and the picture is left to
dry.
Once dry, Zaius here was scanned into the
PC and played around with in Photoshop.
Some paintings get worked on more in the
PC than others. Zaius didn't get a lot done
to him, but I did add some highlights
behind his head that I wished I hadn't
(I was only just starting to use Photoshop).
This was where I "finished" and gets us to
the stage in Picture 3 which was turned
into a trading card.

Graham’s finished painting used as a
trading card.

Making a 1:1 Planet
of the Apes Costume
By Jessica Rotich

Because I do not like to dye fabrics, it took me
about 20 years to find the perfect green one.
Don't let that stop you...these fabrics are easy
to come by at any fabric store and can be dyed
to the perfect chimp green in a matter of hours.

The wonderful costumes on the Planet of
the Apes seem deceptively simple, but
they are not.

You will need to find a sweater and jacket that
fits you perfectly, so that you can set up your
own dress mannequin by stuffing it with cloth,
towels, or t-shirts--whatever you have handy
that will plump up your shirt and give you a 3
dimensional figure that will help you when it
comes time to pinning and fitting the garment,
especially the leather collar.

How many have tried but failed to recreate
them? There are seamstresses out there
that have created them but will refuse any
future ape-related costume commissions
for others simply because the costumes
are difficult to recreate.
If you have a simple sewing machine, a
sharp pair of scissors and lots of patience
and time, you too can make yourself one. I
have only made a female chimp outfit for
myself but in a few months I will recreate a
male chimp tunic and pants. The steps I
have taken to recreate the female chimp
outfit can be used for recreating the male
outfit--the same basic sewing ideas can be
used for both.
The outfit is only one third of the equation.
There is still the hair/wig and appliance to
contend with. Once you have all three of
these important pieces of the puzzle, you
will be completely outfitted and be in full
ape regalia, something I highly recommend
for any Planet of the Apes aficionado.
The main fabric used for the chimp
costumes is a duck material, a heavy,
coarse, closely woven fabric of cotton,
hemp, or flax, used for tents and sails.

It helps if you draw out your costume so
you can study the seam placements. The
female chimp sleeve on the green jacket
has a slight bell shape, as well as a vent
whose seam goes all the way up and
meets the shoulder seam.

You can also identify what each piece of the
pattern is for by writing on top of your tape.
Keep this in mind and make sure that when you
cut out the fabric and as you piece the outfit
together, right side is always sewn on top of
right side.
Some fabrics also have a nap which is not
obvious until you've sewn it in the wrong
direction. For this reason, when placing the
patterns on top of the fabric for cutting, ensure
that the bottom end of the pattern is always at
the bottom, i.e., the shoulder part of the arm
pattern is considered the top and the bottom
portion of the pattern would be towards the
wrist.

Your sweater will give you a good
indication of where to create the shoulder
seam on your pattern, which is just slightly
beyond your shoulders. The standard
seam allowance is 5/8" from the sewing
line. Remember this when you mark out
your seams and add 5/8" beyond the seam
line which will be your cutting line.
When you make a pattern for the right arm
the reverse of this pattern can be used for
the left, as they are mirror images of each
other. For instance, if you fold a piece of
fabric in half and place the right arm
pattern on top, when you cut both pieces of
fabric you will be creating mirror pieces of
the right arm and left arm simultaneously.
The same is true for the back of the jacket,
as it is better to create a half-pattern,
placing the flat edge to the fold of your
material to create a mirror image of the left
and right side of the back.
It is imperative that the left and right sleeve
are cut from the same pattern to lessen the
frustrations of creating one sleeve slightly
off in size from the other. Most fabrics also
have a right and a wrong side, some more
obvious than others. If the differences
between the right and wrong side of the
fabric are not very obvious, use a piece of
craft tape to mark the right side of each
pattern as it is cut out.

The most difficult part of both the male and
female chimp outfits are the leather collars.
This is made after all the fabric pieces of the
costume have been sewn together. Make sure
that the outfit is neither overly large or too snug
(as a simple brown dress must fit underneath).

Above is a miniature version of the female
costume and its patterns laid out on top of the
fabric. The fabric has been folded to create the
necessary mirror images / pieces when cutting.

The original ape outfits had the green material
sewn on top of the leather. You will need to cut
and pin the leather to shape or you can use
scrap fabric (that does not stretch) to give you
a rough pattern to use for cutting out your
leather. It is easier to create two pieces of the
leather collar, which are sewn together on the
back of the neck.
Sew down all of the pleats and fold the leather
on the upper edge of the collar so that there
are no raw edges. You can glue this edge
down onto itself. Attach the snaps where
necessary to keep the leather collar closed.
You may have to glue fabric on the underside
of the leather for sewing on the snaps so that
your stitching does not go through to the top of
the leather where you have added snaps. The
simple brown dress for underneath is just a
basic dress, with a slight A-line for ease of
walking.
The dress needs to have short sleeves onto
which a woven fabric (check the home decor
section of fabric stores) for the chimp inner
sleeves needs to be sewn. Dark brown bits of
wool are sewn around the top edge of the
chimp inner sleeves. The fabric for the female
inner sleeves needs to be sewn on a bias.

A dark brown scarf or sweater will need to be
created / found and cut up to cover up the neck
area underneath the leather.

The hieroglyph can be made by cutting out
the pattern on very thin foam which can be
purchased at any craft store. Spray this
down with glue and rub down your leather
with a rounded metal leather-working tool
(or use a paperclip - whatever is handy!) to
force the leather into the small crevices so
that the hieroglyph is three-dimensional.
Good luck and keep the memory of the
apes alive by going out in public as often
as possible in full ape regalia.

